
name: Enigma
distribution: Studio Fenice
category: sconce, ceiling lamp
type: SF202201
composition: brass casting, matt opal glass
reference:  The scone consists of spheres 
that interpenetrate each other and a shining 
center. The lamp emerged in result of 
designer's reflection after his travel to 
Mexico which was by far his longest 
overseas journey. The first opportunity to 
experience far away places that have existed 
only in his imagination before. It evoked in 
him feeling of the world being so small, the 
notion that a trip to every part of it may be 
so fast. It reminded him of the childhood's 
joy of exploring new things. The lamp is a 
trial to capture the feeling with the means of 
an abstract form. It conjures up the act of 
peeling layers and getting to unknown 

content, discovering a mystery – a very 
fleeting emotion. 

 handcrafted production:
18 cm 7 in width  19 cm 7,5 in dimensions: x

height  10 cm / 4 in depth (tolerance: 0,5 x
cm /  0,2 in)

 4 kg  / 8,8 lbweight:
voltage: 120V, 240V 
lamping: 1 x 16W dimmable LED module, 
1700 lumens, 2700 kolor temperature, 
external transformer add 
LED life: 50 000 h

IP 21tightness class: 
CE approved, RoHScertificates: 

lead time: 13 weeks
payment terms:   deposit 50 % upon order,  
balance  prior to shipping

available customization: 
finished: brass, copper
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18 cm 7 in/ 

packing: 1 wooden boxes: 
30 cm x 30 cm x 35 cm, total weight 5 kg

, total weight 11 Ib9 in x  24 in x  9 in
packet contains: certificate, instructions, glove mounting pins s, polishing sponge, 
attention: product made of pure brass. The material naturally tarnishes. Touching brass parts without 
gloves may result in finger marks. More information in our brochure "brass conservation". 

dimensions:






